ABSTRACT Motivation: Protein-protein interactions are a potential source of valuable clues in determining the functional role of as yet uncharacterized gene products in metabolic pathways. Graph-like structures emerging from the accumulation of interaction data make it difficult to maintain a consistent and global overview by hand. Bioinformatics tools are needed to perform this graph visualization while maintaining a link to the experimental data.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in large-scale two-hybrid screens have led to a vast increase in experimental data production (Uetz et al., 2000; Rain et al., 2001; Ito et al., 2001) . The availability of genome-wide protein-protein interaction maps prompted the need for bioinformatics tools allowing their interactive exploration. Public databases regrouping interactions from a few selected organisms have been constructed (for a review, see Tucker et al., 2001; Rain et al., 2001) . The software described in this paper addresses the need for scientists using genome-wide two-hybrid screens with other organisms, to have access to a database allowing them to explore their protein interaction networks.
The two-hybrid system has been the subject of many extensive reviews (Brent and Finley, 1997; Fashena et al. , * To whom correspondence should be addressed. 2000) . Briefly, it is a transcription-based assay relying on the fact that transcriptional activators are often composed of two domains able to function independently, the DNA Binding Domain (BD) and the Activation Domain (AD). If these two domains are expressed separately in the cell, a non-covalent interaction capable of bringing them in close proximity will restore the capacity to activate transcription. This property of transcriptional activators is exploited in the two-hybrid system. A protein of interest (X) is fused to BD to generate a hybrid protein BD-X, commonly called 'bait'. Hybrid AD proteins (AD-Y), commonly called 'preys', correspond to a large spectrum of proteins expressed as AD fusions from a cDNA or genomic library. Interaction between BD-X and AD-Y triggers the transcription of reporter genes, allowing an appropriate yeast strain to grow on selective medium. The identity of AD-Y is determined by DNA sequencing of the prey plasmid (encoding AD-Y) present in the yeast colony displaying the interaction phenotypes.
Large scale approaches using all the known Open Reading Frames (ORF) as baits and preys in two-hybrid screens generate large protein interaction networks (Uetz et al., 2000; Ito et al., 2001) . Smaller and more focused interaction networks can be generated by starting from a limited number of baits. The interacting preys are isolated in a first cycle of two-hybrid screens. Then, the preys are expressed as baits and a second cycle of screening is performed, yielding new preys. Iteration of screening cycles will produce highly connected networks (Fromont-Racine et al., 1997) . Within these networks, uncharacterized proteins are placed into a biological context, and hypotheses about their functions can be generated and tested experimentally.
Additional biological information can be obtained from two-hybrid screens when fragmented libraries are used. The identification of the interacting prey also brings information on the protein domain involved in the interaction. If multiple overlapping fragments are isolated, a precise delimitation of the interacting domain can often be obtained. SPiD will be used by researchers participating in the BACELL Network project (http://www.ncl.ac.uk/ bacellnet/). This project aims to model the global regulatory networks in Bacillus subtilis using various experimental techniques (transcriptome, proteome, 2-D gel electrophoresis, etc.) in association with in silico analysis methods. To date, the data available in SPiD concerns interactions between proteins involved in the DNA replication and in global stress regulation of the model Gram-positive bacterium B. subtilis (Noirot et al., to be published). Only a subset of the about 90 interactions between approximately 70 proteins are publicly available. These restrictions will be lifted, as soon as the work is published.
SPiD addresses issues similar to those found in other protein interaction databases, like the PathCalling Yeast Interaction Database, maintained by Curagen Corp. (http: //portal.curagen.com), the Database of Interacting Proteins (http://dip.doembi.ucla.edu/), or Hybrigenics' PIMRider (http://pim.hybrigenics.com/). To our knowledge however, it is the only protein interaction database providing an open Application Programmer Interface (API) through its Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) tier. Furthermore, relying exclusively on Open Source (DiBona et al., 1999) components, the software developed for SPiD can be distributed without constraints.
SYSTEM AND METHODS
SPiD provides a means to visualize and to navigate through interaction networks, while at the same time, giving access to the raw experimental data underlying the interactions. An initial stage allows the selection of a protein of interest from the list of available partners ( Figure 1a ) and leads to the display of a graph showing the network of this protein and all its interaction partners ( Figure 1b) . On these graphs, the nodes represent interaction partners (proteins) and links stand for the interactions themselves (links always point from bait to prey, and their colors give clues as to the nature of the evidence proving the interaction). Selecting a protein in this graph either replaces it with the interaction network of the newly selected protein, or extends it by adding all partners of this protein. This way, by progressively adding proteins to the graph, it is easy to obtain a global view of extended interaction networks. For user convenience, graphs can be exported in Postscript format for printing or in XFig format for editing. Furthermore, selecting a link in the graph creates a display of all evidence used to characterize the interaction the link refers to. This display (Figure 1c) presents an alignment of all prey fragments used in the experiments and the smallest overlapping fragment is also shown. A textual display of precise experimental parameters is given below the alignment images. Finally, links to external data sources (the Micado, Jafan, PubMed and SwissProt databases) are provided for the bait and prey currently displayed.
ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION
The overall application architecture is depicted in Figure 2. On the one hand, experimental data is stored in a relational database (we have chosen the freely available PostgreSQL, (http://www.postgresql.org) as our database management tool). A set of tables maintains information about the interactions and protocol parameters used to characterize them. On the other hand, the Web based graphical user interface is driven by a collection of Perl CGI scripts run on top of the Apache Web server. A third party application, GraphViz (http://www.research.att.com/sw/tools/graphviz) is used to generate the graph layouts. GraphViz is capable of generating layouts in a variety of output formats, starting from a textual description of a graph structure.
Web site layout is managed by the Website META Language (http://www.engelschall.com/sw/wml), a software package easing the design of consistent looking Web pages, either through the use of ready-made layout components (navigation bars, tables of contents), or by providing the necessary functionality for the definition of customized tags.
In the design phase of the application, it seemed appropriate not to restrict database access to the sole Web interface. Plans to build other client applications, possibly integrating several data sources and written in a variety of programming languages, led us to develop an intermediate layer based on the CORBA standards. The definition of a simple Interface Definition Language (IDL) describing methods to access the database to retrieve interactions or experimental evidence achieves this decoupling between database and client applications. The object oriented nature of the IDL language maps the entities stored in the relational database to an object representation. Retrieval of data is possible through queries on object attributes returning ordered collections of objects conforming to the iterator pattern (see Gamma et al., 1995) . For instance, our TwoHybrid module contains an InteractionServer interface with a getInteractionsWithPartner() method to retrieve a collection of interactions figuring a protein of a given name (the role of the protein, either bait or prey, can also be specified). In the same way, an Interaction interface has been defined providing methods to retrieve the names of both bait and prey proteins with their respective lengths, and to retrieve the set of experimental evidence related to this interaction. A generic Evidence interface is used for parameters common to all types of evidence (in this case, only a textual comment about the evidence). This interface is specialized in two more interfaces, ExperimentalEvidence and BibliographicEvidence defining more specific methods (i.e. methods to retrieve the location of the prey fragment for experimental evidence). A server-side implementation of these CORBA interfaces ensures the translation of method calls into the matching database queries. The tradeoff of this mechanism is the inability for client programs to compose their own SQL queries, as they are restricted to the methods defined in the CORBA interfaces. This imposes a careful design of the IDL, which has to cover as many query scenarios as possible.
Communications between the server implementation and the CGI client scripts rely on an Object Request Broker (ORB). As at least the server side uses Perl scripts, ORBit (http://orbit-resource.sourceforge.net) seemed an appropriate choice, given the fact that it provides such Perl bindings. Perl scripts importing the CORBA::ORBit module along with one or more IDLs immediately benefit from the IDL to Perl mappings. For example, the Bait attribute of the Interaction interface will be mapped to get Bait and set Bait Perl subroutines. On the implementation side, these routines are defined in a package inheriting (through the @ISA mechanism) from a CORBA-aware wrapper package. It can be seen that there is no need to resort to a stub/skeleton generation stage, as would be the case with a compiled programming language. Client applications can establish a communication with the server implementation by instantiating an InteractionServer from an Interoperable Object Reference (IOR) . This specific character string containing the information needed to locate the server implementation across the network, can be stored in a www-accessible file, allowing access to the server from any connected workstation.
DISCUSSION
On its own, SPiD offers a user friendly way to explore extended protein interaction data. The underlying framework used to carry out graph representation, layout and interactive manipulation should be transposable without much effort in other bioinformatics contexts, such as semantic networks of co-occurring gene names extracted from the scientific literature, or networks of related gene expression profiles in the functional genomics area.
All packages used to build the framework are Open Source compliant. Apart from showing, if still needed, that such components are capable of delivering productionready applications, this implies that all of the code developed for SPiD can be distributed at no cost other than the one induced by the installation procedure.
Moreover, by offering a CORBA IDL and an IOR, it allows any third party application to benefit from the database contents through a simple object mapping. This way it eases the integration of B. subtilis protein-protein interaction data with other data sources contributing to the construction of a loosely-coupled distributed information system. In the near future, we plan to take advantage of this open architecture to group the two-hybrid database with other databases and to offer an integrated access to this virtual database through Java client programs. Likely candidates are the databases built from data generated by the european B. subtilis functional analysis program,
